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JEAN-MARC COUVEIGNES
Groupe de Recherche en Informatique et Mathe´matiques du Mirail, Universite´ de
Toulouse II, Le Mirail, France
We describe a general method for the study and computation of Hurwitz spaces of curves
of any genus. It is based on a careful combinatorial study of the associated Jacobian.
The key tool is an adapted cell decomposition of the cohomology of a graph (used here
for the intersection graphs of special curves). We illustrate this method in the context of
modular curves to produce modular units. We also give a detailed simple example and
show how the algebraic difficulty of Hurwitz spaces computation can be reduced to its
minimum.
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1. Introduction
It is a difficult computational problem, given an n-tuple (σi)1≤i≤n of permutations, to
explicitly describe the corresponding family of covers of P1 (Hurwitz space and sometimes
the universal curve). An introduction to these questions together with many examples
can be found in recent monographs such as Malle and Matzat (1999), Vo¨lklein (1996)
and Matzat (1987). See the paper by Klu¨ners and Malle in this volume for examples of
realizations. A nice (and successful, see, Granboulan, 1996, for example) approach starts
from a degenerate cover and rebuilds the entire family by deformation. Indeed, if A is a
complete discrete valuation ring with valuation ν, uniformizing parameter pi and field of
fractions K and if C → Spec(A) is the curve we are trying to compute (assuming that
two or more ramification points coalesce modulo pi) then the special fibre C is a covering
of a nodal genus zero curve and can be described and often efficiently computed from the
σi’s. For each component γ of C we denote by νγ the corresponding valuation, extending
ν to the field of functions of C. The computation of C from C can be achieved in four
steps:
(1) Define two functions x and y on C;
(2) For every component γ of C compute νγ(x) = a and νγ(y) = b and define Xγ =
x/pia and Yγ = y/pib;
(3) For each γ, using the monodromy (σi)i, compute an equation Eγ(Xγ , Yγ) = 0
(mod pi) of the component γ;
(4) Patch (in the sense of Harbater, 1987) all the Eγ together using Hensel’s lemma
and find an equation E(x, y) = 0 with coefficients in A for the universal curve.
We have detailed and illustrated this method for genus zero covers in Couveignes
(1999). For arbitrary genus covers, steps 3 and 4 are unchanged. We need, however, to
introduce new ideas for steps 1 and 2. Indeed, the functions x and y for genus zero
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covers can be defined using cross-ratios with three branch points and we showed how the
multiplicities a and b could be computed as distance functions in the graph of C.
The main goal of this paper is to generalize this to curves of arbitrary genus. We
denote by K¯ the algebraic closure of K and by k the residue field of A which is assumed
to be algebraically closed. The generic curve of C is denoted by CK . We assume that C
is regular and CK ⊗K K¯ is a smooth curve of genus g. We want to define functions on C
and control their divisor. A method which always works is to form a divisor D on CK of
degree g, the genus of CK , with support in the set of ramification points. We then define
x to be a function in L(D) taking value 1 at some extra ramification point P . It remains
to compute the valuations νγ(x) for every γ. This amounts to computing the vertical
part of the divisor of x seen as a function on C. Using intersection theory, the problem
boils down to the following one.
Problem 1. Given a divisor D of degree g on CK , let E be an effective divisor of degree
g equivalent to D. Such a divisor exists because of the surjectivity of the map
Φ : SgCK → JK (1)
where JK is the Jacobian of CK (we assume some origin O ∈ CK(K) has been given).
The Zariski closure of D (resp. E) is a divisor on C that we shall denote by D (resp. E)
also. Knowing how D intersects the special fibre C can we deduce how E intersects C?
To answer this question we consider the intersection graph associated to the nodal curve
C. In general, we define a graph as in Serre (1983). It is a 5-tuple G = (V, F, o, e, ρ) where
V is a set (the vertices) and F another set (the oriented edges) and o and e are two maps
from F to V associating to any oriented edge its origin and its end and ρ : F → F is an
involution without fixed points such that o ◦ ρ = e. If E ⊂ F is a set of representatives
for the orbits of ρ in F then F = E∪ρ(E) and choosing E is just choosing an orientation
for any edge.
Associated to G there is a CW-complex of dimension 1 (sometimes called the realization
of G) which we shall denote by G also since there is no risk of confusion. In the same
spirit, vertices in V and edges in E are seen as subspaces (cells) of the realization of G.
Note that not every graph is a simplicial complex (there might be several edges between
two given vertices). However, we define for every positive integer e the eth division Ge of
G to be the graph obtained by cutting every edge into e pieces and for e ≥ 3 we have a
simplicial complex.
See Bredon (1993) for definitions and classical properties of complexes. For any complex
H one denotes by Hk the set of k-dimensional cells and in particular for a graph G =
(V, F, o, e, ρ) we have G0 = V and G1 = E = F/ρ.
To any finite connected graph G we shall associate in Section 2 a finite CW-complex K
which we call the Kirchhoff complex of G whose underlying topological space is a torus
T of dimension h where h = dimH1(G,R) is the genus of G, and with set of vertices K0
a finite subgroup of the torus. There is also a surjective continuous “integration” map
υ : ShG → T
where ShG is the hth symmetric product of G.
The map υ is the combinatorial analogue of the map Φ in equation (1). Contrary to the
holomorphic case, there exists a continuous section σ that turns σ ◦ υ into a retraction.
In the simplest non-trivial case one has h = 1 and G is made of a loop with trees rooted
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at vertices in the loop. The retraction σ ◦ υ just retracts each tree onto its root and fixes
points in the cycle.
In the case of G being the intersection graph of the special curve C, the map υ is a
sort of combinatorial model of Φ. For example, the vertices of K correspond to connected
components of the Ne´ron model of JK . The Kirchhoff complex is a purely combinatorial
object and can be used to predict how the divisor E intersects the special fibre using
results in Mumford (1972), Raynaud (1970), Fresnel and van der Put (1994) and Bosch
and Lu¨tkebohmert (1985, 1984). This is the purpose of Section 3.
Apart from its computational interest, a good reason to introduce the Kirchhoff com-
plex is the uniformization method in Bosch and Lu¨tkebohmert (1984) (e.g. the homotopy
Theorem 3.5). It would be interesting to compare this complex with those constructed
in Oda and Seshadri (1979).
Section 4 is an interlude and an illustration of the efficiency of the method in the more
theoretical context of modular curves. We very easily construct a large number of modular
units (more than in Kubert and Lang, 1975, for example). This section was motivated by
a conversation with Bas Edhixoven and the observations in Edhixoven (1999). I thank
him for his help. Section 5 extends the methods of Sections 2 and 3 in the context of
generalized Jacobians. It is a useful generalization since it provides a connection with the
genus zero situation studied in Couveignes (1999). A more practical reason to introduce
it is that in some cases (e.g. when there are few or even no rational sections given) only
this more general construction succeeds.
Section 6 treats a detailed simple example.
Although our method is quite general, in the two examples treated in Sections 4 and 6
we progress a little further and improve on the general method. Instead of looking at a
single degenerate cover we collect information at every special cover in the family. In many
cases, using the knowledge we have on differentials, we can construct units on the Hurwitz
space in that way, replacing the patching computation of step 4 by mere interpolation.
This makes the method more efficient but might not be possible for all families of covers.
Since we have already illustrated the general patching step in Couveignes (1999), we
prefer to give richer and theoretically more interesting examples here.
2. The Kirchhoff Complex of a Graph
In this section we construct the Kirchhoff complex K associated to any finite connected
graph G. We denote by V = G0 and E = G1 the sets of vertices and edges (we have chosen
an orientation for any edge). The basic idea is to mimic integration theory on Riemann
surfaces. We recall that the genus of G is h = dimH1(G,R) the dimension of the first
homology group.
Let C1(G,R) be the space of 1-chains over R. It is the free vector space over R generated
by edges of G and it is of dimension |E|. There is a canonical positive definite pairing (, )
on it such that E is an orthonormal family.
For any closed edge e ∈ E we denote by dµe the uniform measure of total mass 1 on
e and set
dµ =
∑
E
edµe.
The meaning of this expression is that if X is a subset of the topological space G such
that Xe = X ∩ e is a measurable subset of the edge e for every e, then the measure µ(X)
is a vector in C1(G,R) defined to be the sum over e ∈ E of the products µe(Xe) (scalar
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measure of Xe) times the vector e ∈ C1(G,R):
µ(X) =
∑
e∈E
µe(X ∩ e)e.
If a and b are points on G (not necessarily vertices) and γ is a continuous path from a
to b (continuous map from [0, 1] to G) we may define∫
γ
dµ ∈ C1(G,R)
which only depends on the homology class [[γ]] ∈ H1(G, {a, b}) (the group of relative
homology) of γ. What this integral should be is rather straightforward. We give a def-
inition however. Let A and B be closed edges of G such that a ∈ A and b ∈ B and
let α = o(A) (resp. β = o(B)) be the origin of A (resp. B). Let [α, a] ⊂ A be the
interval in A bounded by α and a and let u = [[α, a]] be the corresponding cycle in
H1(G, {a, α}). We similarly define v = [[β, b]]. The boundary δ([[α, a]]) is a− α and simi-
larly δ([[β, b]]) = b− β. We define a linear map λ : H1(G, {a, b})→ C1(G) in the following
way. For any cycle c ∈ H1(G, {a, b}) there is an integer k such that δ(c) = k(b − a).
We set λ(c) = c + k(u − v) + k(µB([β, b])B − µA([α, a])A). Note that c + k(u − v) is in
H1(G, {α, β}) ⊂ C1(G).
We define
∫
γ
dµ to be λ([[γ]]) ∈ C1(G).
We show an example in Figure 1.
α
β
λ
γ
a
b
δ
Figure 1. An example of integrating along a path.
Here the graph has four vertices α, β, λ, δ. The point a is the middle of [α, β] and
βb = 34βλ. The path γ is represented by the arrow. We have
∫
γ
dµ = 1/2[α, β]+3/4[β, λ].
If we pick an origin O ∈ V and take U to be the universal covering of G constructed
as the space of paths from O up to homotopy, we can define a map
φ : U → H1(G,R) by γ 7→
(∫
γ
dµ,
)
.
The image of pi1(G, O) ⊂ U by φ is a lattice T which is contained in H1(G,Z). We
denote by
ϕ : G → T = H1(G,R)/T
the induced map on quotients.
For any positive integer k we denote by φk : Uk → H1(G,R) the sum of φ with itself
k times and similarly for ϕk.
The map ϕh is invariant under permutation of the terms and thus gives rise to a map
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υ : ShG → T . The map ϕh is continuous and since both ShG and T are compact, it is a
closed map.
Lemma 2.1. The maps φh, ϕh and υ are surjective.
To prove this we take h loops (γi)1≤i≤h in G generating the homology H1(G,Z) (as
in Berge, 1970, p. 26) and show that the restriction of ϕh to
∏
i γi is surjective. This
restriction is a continuous map between two tori of the same dimension and is non-singular
(and even unimodular) on the homology. The surjectivity follows from the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.2. If T is a torus of dimension n ≥ 1 and φ : T → T is a continuous map
such that φ∗ : H1(T )→ H1(T ) is non-singular (as an endomorphism of the free Z-module
H1(T )) then φ is surjective.
Let f1, . . . , fn be a basis of the cohomology group H1(T ) and g1, . . . , gn a dual basis
of H1(T ). The nth cohomology Hn(T ) is generated by D = f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fn. Assume that
φ is not surjective. By Bredon (1993, VI.8.5) we deduce that the restriction of D to the
image L of φ is zero. This implies that the determinant of [fi(φ∗(gj))] is zero and thus
φ∗ is singular.
Being surjective and closed, the map ϕh is an identification map (the natural topology
on T is the quotient one).
We now study the map υ in more detail. We start with the following definition.
Definition 1. A point x = {x1, . . . , xh} in ShG is said to be stable if and only if there
exist h (closed) edges (ei)1≤i≤h such that xi ∈ ei and G−∪iei is a connected tree. Under
the same conditions we shall say that (x1, . . . , xh) ∈ Gh is stable. We denote by J (resp.
K) the set of stable points in Gh (resp. ShG).
The space ShG is defined to be the quotient of Gh by the symmetric group Sh and is
easily seen to be Hausdorff and compact. Since J is closed in Gh, the restriction to J of
the quotient map Gh → ShG is closed and an identification map also. See Bredon (1993,
I.13) for properties of quotients.
We first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. J is a subcomplex of Gh and K is a quotient complex of J by the symmetric
group Sh.
From its definition it is clear that J is a union of closed cells in Gh (which we shall
call stable cells). Further, the boundary of a stable cell is a union of stable cells. Thus J
is a subcomplex of Gh.
The group Sh is an automorphism group of J . If c is a closed cell of J and σ an
element of Sh such that σ(c) = c then σ fixes c. Indeed if x = (x1, . . . , xh) is in c and
σ(x) 6= x then there is a k ∈ {1, . . . , h} such that xσ(k) 6= xk and both xk and xσ(k)
belong to the same edge of G. This is incompatible with the stability of x.
The quotient map J → K is thus a bijection when restricted to an open cell of J . It
thus provides K with a structure of CW-complex and becomes a cellular map.
We now study the restriction of the map υ to K (which we shall denote by υ|K or just
υ). It is a continuous map (even an identification map). We denote by
◦K the union of the
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relative interiors of all cells of maximum dimension in K. We prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. The map υ|K is surjective and its restriction to
◦K is injective.
By the Kirchhoff–Trent theorem, the number of stable cells of dimension h in ShG
is the index of T in H1(G,Z), i.e. the volume of T (see Oda and Seshadri, 1979, 4.5;
Bolloba´s, 1998, II.3). On the other hand, every open stable cell of dimension h is mapped
bijectively by υ onto a parallelogram of volume 1 in T (because the h corresponding
edges of G form a basis of elementary cocycles in H1(G,Z)). Because the image by ϕh
of non-stable points has zero measure and ϕh is surjective, we deduce that the (open)
h-dimensional stable cells in K map to pairwise disjoint parallelograms (with volume 1)
in T . So the image of
◦K is dense in T and since K and T are compact we deduce that
υ|K is surjective.
We now study cells of dimension h− 1 in K and J (we call them stable faces).
Lemma 2.5. If c is a face in J (resp. K) there exist at most two h-dimensional (closed)
cells in J (resp. K) that contain c (i.e. have c as a face).
A face c in K is given by a set of h− 1 edges {e1, . . . , eh−1} and a vertex v in G such
that G −∪iei is a connected graph of genus one and v belongs to the unique elementary
cycle in it. Cells in ShG of dimension h containing c correspond to edges e in G containing
v. To any such e we associate the face built from {e, e1, . . . , eh−1}. This face is stable
if and only if e belongs to the elementary cycle ζ of G − ∪iei which leaves at most two
possibilities. There is a single such face if and only if ζ consists of a single self-crossing
edge. In that latter case, the face c is twice the face of the same cell.
We now proceed to prove that υK is an homeomorphism. We start with the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.6. The sets υ(
◦K) and υ(K − ◦K) are complementary subsets of the torus T =
H1(G,R)/T .
The union of these two sets is H1(G,R)/T since υK is surjective. Let us now prove that
they are disjoint. Let z ∈ H1(G,R)/T and y ∈ ◦K and x ∈ K − ◦K with υ(x) = υ(y) = z.
There is an open cell A of K such that x is in A¯ the closure of A. There is also an open
stable cell B such that y ∈ B. Let A˜ (resp. B˜) be the image of A (resp. B) by υ. The
point z = υ(x) is in the closure of A˜ and since z = υ(y) it is in B˜. Since B˜ is open and υ is
bijective when restricted to
◦K we deduce that A˜ = B˜ and A = B. So we have x ∈ A¯−A
and y ∈ A with υ(x) = υ(y). This is impossible because υ(A) lifts to a fundamental
parallelogram for H1(G,Z) in H1(G,R) and cannot contain an inner point congruent to
a boundary point modulo H1(G,Z) (and even less modulo T ).
We now prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.7. The restriction of υ to K − ◦K is injective.
Let z ∈ H1(G,R) and x ∈ K − ◦K such that z = υ(x). For  a small positive real we
define the ball B(z, ) as the reduction modulo T of a ball in H1(G,R) with radius 
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whose centre maps to z. There is a positive integer I such that for any small enough 
the intersection B(z, ) ∩ υ( ◦K) is a union of I connected components c1, c2, . . . , cI , each
the intersection of an open h-dimensional cell in υ(
◦
K) having z in its boundary, with the
ball B(z, ). We denote by d1, . . . , dI the inverse image of c1, . . . , cI by υ|K. These are
also intersections of stable cells with a ball having its centre in the boundary. For  small
enough, the restriction of υ to the closure d¯i of di is injective (because it factors through
H1(G,R) where it gives the intersection of a fundamental parallelogram for H1(G,Z)
with a small ball). On the other hand, any point in K above z has to be in the closure
of some di. So there are finitely many points in K above z and they define a partition of
{1, . . . , I}. We may assume that x belongs only to d¯1, d¯2, . . . , d¯J , with 1 ≤ J ≤ I. The
restriction of υ to d¯j defines an h-dimensional cycle κj in B(z, ). By Lemma 2.5 the sum
κ =
∑
1≤i≤J κi has its boundary contained in the boundary S(z, ) of B(z, ) because
the components coming from faces of parallelograms cancel by pairs. From Bredon (1993,
IV.6.6) Hh(B(z, ), S(z, )) = Z is generated by the orientation class. This implies that
the union ∪1≤i≤Jυ(d¯i) = ∪1≤i≤Jci is either of measure zero or the whole ball. Since the
first possibility is excluded (J is positive) we deduce that I = J . Thus x is the only point
in K above z.
We deduce the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. The restriction of the integration map υ to the set K of stable points is
an homeomorphism that turns K into a cell decomposition of the torus T = H1(G,R)/T .
The h-dimensional cells in K are the stable h-dimensional cells in ShG. They are par-
allelograms and correspond to spanning trees in G. The set of vertices of K is the group
H1(G,Z)/T .
Remark 1. We denote by σ = υ|K(−1) the inverse map of υ|K. This map solves the
discrete version of the Jacobi inversion problem. It will be an essential tool for solving
problem (1). For practical computations we shall only apply υ to vertices in ShG0 and
σ to points in H1(G,Z)/T . Note that while the computation of υ (the integration map)
reduces to linear algebra and can be achieved in time polynomial in log(|K0|), by contrast
the evaluation of σ can require exhaustive search and time |G0|h. This will not be a
problem for us since for the graphs we shall consider in Section 3, this |G0|h is small
in relation to the difficulty of computing families of covers. For example, it is trivially
bounded by [(r + 1)d]g where d is the degree of the cover and g its genus and r the
number of branched points.
We finish with a natural criterion for stability.
Lemma 2.8. A point x = {x1, . . . , xh} in ShG is stable if and only if υ is locally surjective
at x (the image of any neighbourhood of x is a neighbourhood of υ(x)).
Indeed, if x is stable the map υ and even υ|K is locally surjective at x from the above
theorem. If x is not stable, then all h-dimensional cells close to x in ShG are unstable so
their image by υ has measure zero.
The structure of the cell complex K is independent of the choice of the origin O.
For any integer e ≥ 1 let Ge be the eth division of G obtained by cutting any edge into
e smaller edges of equal length. The associated Kirchhoff cell complex Ke to Ge is the
eth division of K (every k-dimensional parallelogram is cut into ek smaller ones).
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Definition 2. A point x ∈ G is said to be rational if ∫ x
O
dµ is in C1(G,Q) (no mat-
ter what the path). The denominator of x is the smallest positive integer D such that
D
∫ x
O
dµ ∈ C1(G,Z) or equivalently x ∈ G0D (the set of vertices of GD). We denote by
G(Q) the set of rational points of G.
A point in T = H1(G,R)/T is said to be rigid if it has a unique preimage by υ. Rigid
points are dense in T .
The complex K and its group K0 of vertices may be seen as discrete analogues of
the Picard varieties of degree g and 0 for algebraic curves. They actually interact when
dealing with curves over local fields.
Note that there are many classical cell decompositions of the cohomology of a graph
(see Oda and Seshadri, 1979). The one we just described has interesting properties with
respect to the map υ. We do not know whether the Kirchhoff complex is always one of
the complexes constructed in Oda and Seshadri (1979). We believe this is not always the
case since the Kirchhoff complex is in some sense “diagonal” with respect to the ones in
Oda and Seshadri (1979). It borrows cells to all these complexes. At least the Kirchhoff
complex has the advantage of being unique.
δ
β
α
γ
Figure 2. A graph G with genus h = 2.
We give an example. The graph we consider is the one in Figure 2 taken from Oda and
Seshadri (1979). The associated Kirchhoff complex is given in Figure 3. Since it is not
easy to write on a torus we represent the periodic complex decomposition of H1(G,R)
associated to it. The letters at vertices give the corresponding stable point in S2G. We
notice that in this particular case, the Kirchhoff complex is one of the two complexes
defined by Oda and Seshadri. Note that {β, β} and {γ, γ} are not stable and map to the
vertex {α, δ}.
3. The Kirchhoff Complex of a Curve
Let K be a complete local field with discrete valuation ν, ring of integers O, residue
field k and algebraic closure K¯. The residue field k is assumed to be algebraically closed.
Let Spec(O) be the spectrum of O and let C → Spec(O) be a curve over Spec(O) with
generic fibre CK and special fibre Ck. We assume that CK ⊗K K¯ is smooth complete and
irreducible of genus g and Ck is a reduced curve with ordinary double points and all
components of Ck are smooth. We assume also that C is regular of finite type. We denote
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αδ
δδ
γδ
αδ
βδ
βδ
δδ
δδ
γδ
αδ
αβ
αβ
αα
αγ
Figure 3. The Kirchhoff complex of G.
by G the graph of the curve Ck whose vertices correspond to irreducible components and
edges to crossings. We assume there is a section o that intersects Ck at a non-singular
point ok. We call O the vertex of G corresponding to the component of Ck that crosses
o. We call K, υ, . . . , the associated complex and maps.
Definition 3. If L ⊃ K is an extension of local fields with ramification index e then the
curve C ⊗O OL is not regular but after blowing up e times at every crossing, we obtain
a regular surface COL whose intersection graph is the eth subdivision of G. The surface
COL is called the regular model of C over L.
Let PK ∈ C(K) be a point on CK and P its Zariski closure and Pk the intersection
with Ck. Since C is regular and P is defined over K, the point Pk is a smooth point of Ck
by Silverman (1994, IV.4.3). We thus can associate to PK a vertex x(P ) ∈ G0.
More generally, if PK¯ ∈ C(K¯), we can associate to it a point x(P ) ∈ G(Q) with
denominator bounded by the index of ramification of K(P )/K.
We may say that COL is the minimal blow up of C over L although it is not quite the
minimal model for C over L since C itself might not be minimal over K.
Lemma 3.1. Let L be a finite extension of K with residue field l ⊃ k (we actually have
l = k because k is algebraically closed but we keep the two letters for the sake of clarity)
and D =
∑
i ei[Pi,L] − (
∑
i ei)[oK ] a divisor of degree 0 with all the Pi,L ∈ C(L). We
denote by δL ∈ JK(L) the corresponding point of the Jacobian JK of CK .
If JOL → Spec(OL) is the Ne´ron model of JK ⊗K L then δL extends to a section
δ of JOL → Spec(OL). The irreducible components of the special fibre Jl of JOL are
parametrized by the vertices of Ke where e is the ramification index of L/K. The section
δ crosses the component of Jl associated to∑
i
eix(Pi)−
(∑
i
ei
)
O ∈ K0e = H1
(
G, 1
e
Z
)/
T .
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This results from Sections 9.5 and 9.6 of Bosch et al. (1990), and especially Theorem 4
and Lemma 8 in Section 9.5 and Theorem 1 in Section 9.6.
When computing families of covers, the points Pi are chosen to be ramification points of
the covering. The x(Pi) are then given by the monodromy of the covering (see Couveignes,
1999). Now, because the map Φ in formula (1) is an epimorphism, there exists a possibly
ramified extension M ⊃ L and g points Qi,M ∈ C(M) for 1 ≤ i ≤ g such that D is
linearly equivalent to
∑
1≤i≤g Qi,M − g.oK . We would like to know how the sections Qi
intersect the special fibre Cl of COL . Note that since M ⊃ L is possibly ramified, the Qi
may cross Cl at singular points. This is the kind of phenomenon we would like to avoid.
We would even like to compute the x(Qi) in terms of the x(Pi). We define what a generic
situation is and give sufficient conditions for this to hold.
Let L be an extension of K with ramification index e. The set G0e of vertices of the eth
subdivision of G is in bijection with the set of irreducible components of Cl. For v ∈ G0e
we denote by βv the associated component and gv its genus. We have
g = h+
∑
gv.
Definition 4. Let L be an extension of K with ramification index e.
Let {Q1, . . . , Qg} be a family of g points in C(K¯), globally defined over L (i.e. they are
permuted by Gal(K¯/L)). We say that the (Qi)1≤i≤g are L-residually generic if
(1) none of them cross the special fibre Cl at a singular point of it and thus the x(Qi)
are in G0e ,
(2) for any component βv of Cl, there are at least gv sections crossing βv at a smooth
point of Cl among the Qi,
(3) if for all v we remove, from the Qi, gv sections crossing βv at a smooth point, there
remains a family of h sections which is stable with respect to the graph Ge in the
sense of the previous paragraph.
If the three conditions above are met, then we know where the sections Qi crossing
the special fibre are as explained in Remark 1 of Section 2.
If θ is a function with horizontal divisor∑
i
ei[Pi,L]−
∑
1≤i≤g
[Qi,M ] +
(
g −
∑
i
ei
)
[oK ]
then we can deduce from the genericity property what is the divisor of θ on the surface
C → Spec(OL) up to a multiple of the whole special fibre. Indeed, the vertical part of this
divisor is equivalent to the opposite of the horizontal part. Since the Kirchhoff complex
and the map σ tell us how the horizontal part intersects the special fibre, we can deduce
how the vertical part intersects vertical divisors. This is enough to determine it up to a
multiple of the special fibre. See Lang (1983, 5.2) for an account of these classical things.
This last computational step is just linear algebra and requires no effort.
Remark 2. Once we know the divisor of θ we can evaluate the valuation of θ(R1)/θ(R2)
for two sections Ri → Spec(OL) provided that these sections satisfy the two supplemen-
tary conditions:
(4) the sections R1 and R2 cross the special fibre Cl at regular points R1,l and R2,l,
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(5) the points R1,l and R2,l are distinct from any of the Pi,l and Qi,l and ok.
Indeed, in such a situation, the valuation of θ(R1)/θ(R2) is the difference between the
multiplicities of θ along the components of Cl crossed by R1 and R2.
We now state the main result in this section which is a sufficient condition for the
(Qi)1≤i≤g to be residually generic.
Theorem 3.1. Let D =
∑
i ei[Pi,L]−
(∑
i ei
)
[oK ] be a divisor of degree zero on CL and
let {Q1, . . . , Qg} be a family of g points in C(K¯) globally defined over L and such that D
is equivalent to
∑
i[Qi] − g[o]. For any component βv of Cl (with v ∈ G0e ) we denote by
χv the set of intersection points of βv either with the other components of Cl or with the
sections Pi and o.
A sufficient set of conditions for the (Qi) to be L-residually generic is
(6) for all v ∈ G0 and for any divisor F with support in χv and degree lower than gv
we have `(F ) = 0 where `(F ) is the dimension of the linear space L(F ).
(7) the point ∑
i
eix(Pi)−
∑
v
gvv +
(
g − h−
∑
i
ei
)
.O ∈ K
is rigid (here the vertices v that appear in the second summation are seen as points
of the space G).
Assume condition 2 of Definition 4 is not fulfilled. Let v be such that the smooth part
of βv crosses less than gv sections among the Qi. Let a be the multiplicity of θ along βv
and set Θ = θ/pia. Let Θv be the restriction of the divisor of Θ to βv. This principal
divisor is the difference between an effective divisor of degree smaller than gv and a
divisor with support in χv. This contradicts condition 6. Thus condition 2 follows from
condition 6. Assuming condition 6 we thus have condition 2 and we call Q˜1, Q˜2, . . . , Q˜h,
the remaining Qs after removing gv intersecting every βv. From condition 7 we deduce
that the family {x(Q˜1), x(Q˜2), . . . , x(Q˜h)} is stable since it is the unique point in Sh(G)
above
∑
i eix(Pi)−
∑
v gvv+
(
g− h−∑i ei).O. So condition 3 holds. Further the x(Pi)
are in G0e so
∑
i eix(Pi)−
∑
v gvv+
(
g−h−∑i ei).O is in H1(G, 1eZ) = K0e . This implies
that the x(Q˜i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ h are in G0e . Since the other x(Q)s are in G0 condition 1 follows.
Condition 6 states that special points on βv are as independent as possible. This will
be the case in general. In particular, when the genus gv is zero or when there are enough
generic points in χv, condition 6 holds.
Condition 7 is purely combinatorial and can easily be checked.
Conditions 4 and 5 are sometimes easily checked. For example, if the Ri and the Pi
or Qi lie on distinct components of Cl or if their fields of definitions are clearly different
(e.g. if the Ri,l are generic points on Cl while the Pi,l and Qi,l are not).
Remark 3. Although the family {Q1, . . . , Qg} might not be unique, the conclusions of
Theorem 3.1 apply to all of them.
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When computing families of coverings, one can always make the heuristic assumption
that the (Qi)1≤i≤g can be taken to be residually generic and see if the computation is
successful under this assumption.
4. The Case of Modular Curves
In this section N will be an odd integer. We shall study the modular curves of level
2N . The curve X(2N) is the Hurwitz space of the following family of coverings.
Let AN = (Z/NZ)2 o (Z/2Z) be the group of translations and reflections of the affine
plane modulo N . For w ∈ Z/NZ we denote by aw the translation by w and by bw the
map
bw : (Z/NZ)2 → (Z/NZ)2 defined by z 7→ −z + w.
All the reflections bw are conjugated and the centre of AN is trivial.
We consider Galois G-coverings of P1 ramified over four points with monodromy given
by four reflections. These coverings are parametrized by quadruplets (σ4, σ3, σ2, σ1) of
reflections such that σ4σ3σ2σ1 = 1, up to an inner automorphism of AN .
Such an equivalent class of quadruplets is characterized by the couple (u, v) up to sign
where u and v are the products u = σ2σ1 and v = σ3σ2. The couple (u, v) generates
(Z/NZ)2. We thus have |GL2(N)|/2 isomorphism classes of coverings with given ordered
ramification.
We now compute the action of braids on these quadruplets. We shall represent a
quadruplet by the associated couple ±(u, v). We call t1,2 the coloured elementary braid
that twists the first two strands and t2,3 the one twisting the second and third strands.
We know that t1,2(σ4, σ3, σ2, σ1) = (σ4, σ3, σσ2σ12 , σ
σ2σ1
1 ) thus
t1,2(u, v) = (u, v + 2u)
and similarly
t2,3(u, v) = (u− 2v, v).
Note that braid action preserves the determinant [u, v] of u and v. Therefore, our
Hurwitz space H is the disjoint union of ϕ(N) connected components, each a covering of
M0,4 = P1 − {0, 1,∞} of degree |PSL2(N)|.
We shall of course restrict to one such component which we call H˜, corresponding to
couples ±(u, v) with [u, v] = 1. This is nothing but X(2N).
We call η : H˜ → P1−{0, 1,∞} the Hurwitz map that associates to any point in H˜ the
cross ratio [x1, x2, x3, x4] of the ramification locus of the associated cover. It extends to
η¯ : H¯ = Y (2N)→ P1. There is a universal elliptic curve with 2N torsion
H¯
η¯

E2Noo
AN

M¯0,4 M¯0,5oo
where fibres above 0, 1, ∞ are covers of the special curves S0,, S1,, S∞, represented in
Figure 4.
We call S0, S1 and S∞ the localizations at 0, 1 and ∞ of M¯0,5 → M¯0,4.
Ramified points of η¯ over 0 correspond to cycles under the action of t1,2 and thus are
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x1
x4
S0, S1, S∞,
x2
x3
x1
x2 x4
x3
x1
x4 x3
x2
Figure 4. The three basic special curves.
parametrized by the ϕ(N)ψ(N)/2 possible values of ±u where ψ(N) = |P1(Z/NZ)|. The
ramification index is N .
For any u of maximal order in (Z/NZ)2 we call ρu the associated ramified point of η¯
above 0 and Ou the local ring of Y (2N) at ρu. We choose a local parameter pi at ρu such
that piN = [x1, x2, x3, x4] the local parameter at 0 ∈ M¯0,4. We call Cu → Spec(Ou) the
localization of E2N at ρu. The curve Cu is an admissible G-cover of the curve S0.
Let us take some b ∈ P1(C) not in P1(R). For every value of pi in a small real interval
]0, κ[, we choose a basis for pi1(P1 − {0, piN , 1,∞}, b) depending continuously on pi and
consider the monodromy (σ4, σ3, σ2, σ1) of the corresponding covering in the family.
We may always assume that σ1 = b−u, σ2 = b0, σ3 = bv with v such that [u, v] = 1
and σ4 = bv−u.
The special curve Cu, is the limit covering when pi → 0.
We call a (resp. b) the component of S0, containing x1 and x2 (resp. x3 and x4).
The components of Cu, above a (resp. b) are in bijection with the right cosets of AN
modulo the subgroup generated by σ1 and σ2 (resp. σ3 and σ4) and the singular points
of Cu, correspond to right cosets of 〈σ2σ1〉 = 〈σ4σ3〉.
For any W ∈ (Z/NZ)2/〈u〉 we denote by aW (resp. bW ) the component of Cu above
a (resp. b) associated to the coset AW = {aw, b−w|w ∈ W} = 〈b0, au〉aw (resp. BW =
{aw, bv−w|w ∈W} = 〈bv, au〉aw).
We see that the components aW and bW follow in this way:
· · · ↔ bW+v ↔ aW ↔ bW ↔ aW−v ↔ bW−v ↔ · · · (2)
where the symbol ↔ stands for “crosses”.
We see that Cu, is a cycle of 2N genus zero components mapping alternatively onto a
and b.
The curve Cu → Spec(Ou) is regular at the intersection of two components of its special
fibre because the order of any cycle of au is N , the order of braid action.
In that case, the intersection graph G is a cycle with 2N vertices and the Kirchhoff
complex K is just G itself. So the computations of Remark 1 of Section 2 are transparent.
Each pair {aw, b−w−u} for w ∈ (Z/NZ)2 corresponds to a ramified point ξw (with
index 2) over x1 on Cu. The points ξw are 2N -torsion points and define global sections
ξw → Y (2N) of the universal elliptic curve with torsion E2N → Y (2N).
Notice that according to equation (2), the component of Cu that intersects ξw is the
[u,w]th above a left from the component that intersects ξ0.
Take x, y, z, u ∈ (Z/NZ)2 such that y, z 6∈ {0, x,−x} and let k = [u, x] ∈ Z/NZ. We
see that the divisor [ξx] + [ξ−x]− 2[ξ0] is principal and we take fx to be a function with
this horizontal divisor. Let r = [u, y] and s = [u, z]. For any t ∈ Z/NZ we denote by ||t||
the absolute value of the residue in [−N/2, N/2].
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We want to compute the valuation at ρu of the quotient fx(ξy)/fx(ξz). To this end we
compute the divisor (fx) of fx seen as a function on Cu → Spec(Ou) up to a multiple of
the special fibre Cu,.
The intersection number of the horizontal part of (fx) with the components of the
special fibre is
• −2 for a0,
• +1 for ax and a−x,
• 0 everywhere else.
The same intersection indices are obtained with the vertical divisor
∆k = 2ka0 + (2k − 1)(b0 + bv) + (2k − 2)(a−v + av)
+(2k − 3)(b−v + b2v) + · · ·+ (b−(k−1)v + bkv).
Indeed, every component of the special fibre crosses itself with multiplicity −2 and
its two neighbours with multiplicity 1. The coefficients in ∆k are thus deduced from the
matricial identity below (for k = 2).
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 −2
0 0 0 0 1 −2 1
0 0 0 1 −2 1 0
0 0 1 −2 1 0 0
0 1 −2 1 0 0 0
1 −2 1 0 0 0 0
−2 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0


1
2
3
4
3
2
1

=

1
0
0
0
−2
0
0
0
1

(3)
Therefore the valuation of fx(ξy)/fx(ξz) at ρu is
2 min(||r||, ||k||)− 2 min(||s||, ||k||).
We call θx,y,z the function fx(ξy)/fx(ξz) on Y (2N). It is a unit on X(2N) since torsion
points never coalesce on an elliptic curve.
There is a changing level map Y (2N) → Y (N) which is Galois with group S3 and
corresponds to forgetting the order on the four branch points {x1, x2, x3, x4}. It is ramified
with index 2 at all points in η¯−1({0, 1,∞}) and it maps these points onto the cusps of
Y (N). The cusps of Y (N) are in bijection with the points in η¯−1(0). We thus shall call
ρ˜u the cusps of Y (N).
The functions θx,y,z are invariant under this S3 action and thus can be seen as unit
functions on X(N). To avoid any confusion we call θ˜x,y,z the function θx,y,z seen as a
function on Y (N).
The valuation of θ˜x,y,z at ρ˜u is min(||[y, u]||, ||[x, u]||)−min(||[z, u]||, ||[x, u]||).
5. The Kirchhoff Complex of a Marked Graph
In this section we extend the method of Sections 1–3 replacing ordinary Jacobians
by generalized ones. From a theoretical point of view we believe it is of some interest
to define a combinatorial counterpart of generalized Jacobians and thus make a link
with naive considerations in Couveignes (1999) about distances in trees. In practice this
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generalization is relevant when due to the lack of rational sections we cannot normalize
the functions x and y in the introduction unless we ask them to take value 1 at a point m
of degree greater than 1. This leads us to the consideration of the generalized Jacobian
Jm.
Since the methods in this section are very similar to the ones in Sections 1–3, we
shall just stress the differences. The main difficulty is the construction of the Kirchhoff
complex of a “non-compact” graph. We again mimic classical integration theory.
We define an infinite thread to be a connected graph whose set of vertices is N and
with one edge from m to m + 1 for any m ≥ 0. A thread of length N is a finite graph
whose set of vertices is [0, N ] and with one edge from m to m+1 for any 0 ≤ m ≤ N −1.
Definition 5. Let G be a finite graph with genus h, vertices in V and edges in E, n ≥ 2
an integer and X1, X2, . . . , Xn a family of (not necessarily distinct) vertices.
The decorated graph of depth m associated to G and X = (Xi)i, denoted by mG, is the
finite graph obtained by branching a thread of length m on G at every Xi.
The hung graph associated to G and (Xi)i, denoted by ∞G, is the limit of mG when
m→∞ obtained by branching an infinite thread at every Xi.
We denote by XG the compactification of ∞G obtained by connecting all the threads
in ∞G at a single extra vertex ω.
We denote by XmG the graph obtained by connecting all the threads in mG at a single
extra vertex ω.
ω
XG
X2
X1
∞GG
Figure 5. An example of hanging a graph.
Although the topological space XG is not a graph, it makes sense to speak about edges
(these are edges in ∞G ) or vertices (vertices in ∞G plus ω) in it. Let C1(XG,R) = R
XG1
be the space of functions from the set XG1 of edges in XG to R. This is not a finite-
dimensional space. For any edge e of XG we denote by dµe the uniform measure of total
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mass 1 on e and set
dµ =
∑
e∈XG1
edµe.
For any positive integer m we call dµ|m the restriction of dµ to mG.
Let H1(XG,R) be the first singular homology group of the topological space XG. This
can be seen as a finite-dimensional subspace of C1(XG,R) with dimension p = h+n− 1.
Let H1(XG,R) be the space of cocycles (defined to be the dual of H1(XG,R)).
If a and b are points on ∞G (not necessarily vertices) and γ is a continuous piecewise
affine path from a to b we define ∫
γ
dµ ∈ C1(∞G,R)
as before and if we pick an origin O ∈ G0 and take U to be the universal covering of ∞G
constructed as the space of paths from O up to homotopy, we can define a map
φ : U → H1(XG,R) by γ 7→
(∫
γ
dµ,
)
which makes sense because
∫
γ
dµ has finite support. The image of pi1(∞G, O) ⊂ U by φ
is a lattice T of dimension h which is contained in H1(XG,Z). We denote by
ϕ : ∞G → T = H1(XG,R)/T
the induced map on quotients.
It is important to notice that H1(XG,R)/T is not compact since the dimension of
H1(XG,R) is p = h+ n− 1.
For any positive integer k we denote by φk : Uk → H1(XG,R) the sum of φ with itself
k times and similarly for ϕk.
The map ϕp is invariant under permutation of the terms and thus gives rise to a map
υ : Sp(∞G)→ T .
Lemma 5.1. The maps ϕp, φp and υ are surjective.
We take XU to be the universal covering of XG and define for each positive integer m
the map
φm : XU → H1(XG,R) by γ 7→
(∫
γ
dµ|m,
)
.
We notice that this map is well defined because dµ|m has finite total mass.
The image of pi1(XG, O) ⊂ XU by φ is the direct sum T ⊕Tm of T and a lattice Tm of
dimension n− 1 and it is contained in H1(XG,Z). We denote by
ϕm : XmG → H1(XG,R)/T ⊕ Tm
the induced map on quotients. This time H1(XG,R)/T ⊕ Tm is a compact torus.
For any positive integer k we denote by φkm :
XUk → H1(XG,R) the sum of φm with
itself k times and similarly for ϕkm.
The map ϕpm is invariant under permutation of the terms and thus gives rise to a map
υm : Sp(XmG)→ H1(XG,R)/T ⊕ Tm.
The maps ϕpm, φ
p
m and υm are surjective. This is proved as in Section 3 (a continuous
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map between two tori of the same dimension which is non-singular on the homology is
surjective).
Now let y be in H1(XG,R)/T . For any integer m there is a unique stable point xm ∈
(XmG)p such that υm(xm) = y mod T + Tm.
There exist two integers M and N such that for any m ≥M the point xm is in (NG)p
and is independent of m. This limit point is mapped onto y by υ.
Definition 6. A point x = {x1, . . . , xp} in Sp(∞G) is said to be stable if and only if
there exist p (closed) edges (ei)1≤i≤p in ∞G such that xi ∈ ei and XG−∪iei is connected
and simply connected. Under the same conditions we shall say that (x1, . . . , xp) ∈ (∞G)p
is stable. We denote by J (resp. K) the set of stable points in (∞G)p (resp. Sp(∞G)).
Lemma 5.2. A point x = {x1, . . . , xp} is stable if and only if υ is locally surjective at x
(the image of any neighbourhood of x is a neighbourhood of υ(x)).
This results from Lemma 2.8 because a point is stable if and only if it is stable with
respect to the map υm for m big enough.
Theorem 5.1. The restriction of the integration map υ to the set K of stable points in
Sp(∞G) is an homeomorphism that turns K into a locally finite cell decomposition of the
cylinder T = H1(XG,R)/T . The p-dimensional cells in K are the stable p-dimensional
cells in Sp(∞G). They are parallelograms and correspond to “spanning trees” in XG. The
set of vertices of K is the group H1(XG,Z)/T .
For any integer e ≥ 1 let ∞Ge be the eth division of ∞G obtained by cutting any edge
into e smaller edges of equal length. The associated Kirchhoff cell complex Ke is the eth
division of K.
A point in T is said to be rigid if it has a unique preimage by υ. Rigid points are dense
in T .
Let K, K¯, k = k¯, O, ν, pi, C be as in Section 3. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer and
y1,K , y2,K , . . . , yn,K , o points in CK(K) with y1, . . . , yn, o the corresponding sections
that we assume to cross the special fibre Ck at pairwise distinct smooth points y1,k,
y2,k, . . . , yn,k, ok. Let G be the graph of Ck and X1 = x(y1), . . . , Xn = x(yn) and O = x(o)
the vertices of G associated to the components that cross y1, . . . , yn and o. We call ∞G,
XG, K, υ, . . . , the associated complexes and maps. We set m = [y1]+ [y2]+ · · ·+[yn] (the
“module”). Let C˙ be the model of C˙K = CK − {y1, . . . , yn} with special curve C˙k having
infinitely many genus zero components corresponding to all concentric circles with radius
a multiple of pi around the yis. To any point P in C˙K(K¯) one can associate an element
x(P ) in ∞G(Q) and to any divisor one can associate a point of the Kirchhoff complex K
of XG. In the same spirit as in Section 3 we thus can solve the following problem.
Problem 2. Given a divisor D of degree g + n − 1 on C˙K , we assume there exists an
effective divisor E of degree g + n− 1 and m-equivalent to D (it may not be unique).
The Zariski closure of D (resp. E) is a divisor on C˙ that we shall denote by D (resp. E)
also. Knowing how D intersects the special fibre C˙, can we deduce how E intersects C˙?
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6. A Simple Computational Example
In this section we treat a simple example. We shall again take advantage of several
special fibres at a time. In this way we avoid the heavy computations with series as in
Couveignes (1999) and take this opportunity to study a greater variety of degenerate
covers. Although these shortcuts may not be possible for all covers, we believe they have
to be illustrated once.
We consider degree 3 coverings of P1 ramified over four points and with ramification
type (3, 3, 2.1, 2.1). These are genus 1 coverings. Once given the four ramification points
x1 = 0, x2 =∞, x3 = η, x4 = 1 and a basis for the fundamental group, the two possible
monodromies are
σ1 = [1, 2, 3], σ2 = [1, 3, 2], σ3 = [1, 2], σ4 = [1, 2]
and
σ1 = [1, 2, 3], σ2 = [1, 2, 3], σ3 = [3, 2], σ4 = [1, 3].
The (complete) Hurwitz curve H parametrizing these covers is a genus zero curve. We
see η as a map from H to P1 that associates to any point in H the cross-ratio of the
ramification locus in the corresponding cover. The map η is a degree two map ramified
above η = 0 (corresponding to x1 = x3) and η =∞ (corresponding to x2 = x3).
We call T ∈ H the unique point above 0, U the unique point above ∞ and V , W the
points above 1.
There is a universal curve
H
η

Coo
φ

M¯0,4 M¯0,5oo
We call A → H the unique point on C mapped onto x1 by φ. We call B the unique
point above x2 and C (resp. E) the unique ramified point above x3 (resp. x4). We call
D (resp. F ) the unique non-ramified point above x3 (resp. x4). We call CT,, CU,, CV,,
CW,, the special curves at the corresponding points.
We draw these special curves in Figures 6 and 7. (It must be noted that the fibre at W
we have represented is obtained after base change of degree 3. The actual fibre would be
a quotient of it by a group of order 3. In particular, the thickness at the only intersection
point in CW, is 1/3.)
The surface C → H is regular except at two points. One intersection point on each of
the special curves CU, and CT, is not smooth.
Indeed the product σ2σ3 = [1][2, 3] has two cycles of unequal length and the corre-
sponding nodes on the special fibre CT, have thickness 1 and 2. Thus one of them is
singular.
We blow up C at these two singular points and obtain new special curves CˆU, and CˆT,.
We consider two functions on C. The first one is just φ. The second one is obtained
from the holomorphic differential ω on the genus one curve H. The divisor of ω is 0. The
divisor of the differential dφ is
dφ = 2[A]− 4[B] + [C] + [E]
thus the function γ = dφ/ω has the same divisor. We set θ = γ/φ and check that
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D
E
F
A
B
Figure 6. The special fibres CV, and CW,.
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E
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D B
B
E
F
C
D A
Figure 7. The special fibres CU, and CT,.
A
E
C
D
B
F
B
E
C
D
A
F
Figure 8. The special fibres CˆU, and CˆT,.
(θ) = [C] + [E]− [B]− [A].
Since θ is defined only up to a constant factor we ask that θ(D) = 1.
Since H has genus 0, we call f the function on H taking values 0 at T , ∞ at U and 1
at W .
Because θ has two poles it is of degree 2, i.e. the field of functions C(f)(C) of C is a
degree 2 extension of C(f)(θ). Similarly, the function φ has degree 3. Thus there is an
equation E(θ, φ) = 0 of degree 3 in θ and 2 in φ and with coefficients in C(f).
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We write
E(θ, φ) = a0 + a1φ+ a2θ + a3φ2 + a4φθ + a5θ2 + a6φ2θ + a7φθ2 + a8θ3
+a9φ2θ2 + a10φθ3 + a11φ2θ3.
Local multiplicities of poles at B imply that a11 = a9 = a6 = 0. Indeed, the term
a11φ
2θ3 is the only term with minimal order −9 in the equation. It thus must be zero,
and similarly for a9φ2θ2 which is the only term of order −8 and a6φ2θ of order −7.
Then the local multiplicities at A similarly show that a8 = a5 = a2 = 0 in this order.
Further, the cancellation of dφ at C implies a4 = 0. Indeed, we have
dφ(a1 + 2a3φ+ a4θ + a7θ2 + a10θ3) = −dθ(a4φ+ 2a7θφ+ 3a10θ2φ)
and since dθ, dφ, θ and φ are of order 0, 1, 1 and 0 we deduce that a4 = 0.
Thus
E(θ, φ) = a0 + a1φ+ a3φ2 + a7φθ2 + a10φθ3.
Let us now call {φ}V the vertical part of the divisor of φ at CV,. Since all intersection
indices are zero we have {φ}V = 0. We find in a similar way {θ}V = (CE) where (CE)
stands for the component carrying C and E.
Similarly, {φ}W = 0 and {θ}W = −2/3(AB).
It makes sense to compute the divisors of θ and φ restricted to the blown-up fibres
CˆU, and CˆT,. We denote by (∅) the extra genus zero component.
Thus {φ}U = −(∅)− 2(BCD) and {θ}U = 0.
And similarly {φ}T = (∅) + 2(CDA) and {θ}T = 0.
We observe that φ(C) and φ(E) are finite when the curve is regular. Further, the study
of special curves shows that φ(C) has a pole of order 2 at T and a zero of order two at
U and is finite at V and W . Similarly, φ(E) is shown to have no pole and no zero. We
normalize taking a0 = 1 and since φ(C) and φ(E) are the two solutions of E(0, φ) = 0
we deduce that there exist two constants k1 and k2 such that
a3 = k1k2f−2 and a1 = −k2 − k1f−2.
We now study the value of φθ3 at A. This is nothing but −a0/a10. Examination of
special fibres shows that this function has a double pole at W and a double zero at T .
Therefore
a10 = k3(f − 1)2f−2
where k3 is a constant.
Similarly, we show that θ(F ) and φ(F ) are constants k4 and k5 so
E(k4, k5) = 0.
We deduce that a7 = k6 +k7f−1 +k8f−2 where k6, k7 and k8 are constants depending
on k1, . . . , k5.
It remains to determine the constants k1, . . . , k8. This is done by specializing. All the
constants can be obtained from a single specialization. For example, if we set f = 0 in
E and ask that the corresponding cover be ramified above φ = 0, φ = 1, φ =∞ we find
that k2 = 1 and 4k26 = 27k1k
2
3.
If we substitute θ = 0 in E we find that η = f2/k1. Since both f and η take value 1 at
W we deduce that k1 = 1.
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Since point D ∈ C has coordinates (1, η) we now set θ = 1 and φ = f2 in E and find
k3 = −k6, k7 = −2k6 and k8 = k6.
We deduce that k6 = 27/4.
Finally, the equation of the universal curve C is
4φ2 − 4φ(f2 + 1) + 4f2 + 27(f − 1)2φθ2 − 27φθ3(f − 1)2 = 0.
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